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For best results when fixing Tupai Rapido RetaLine Levers on Long Rose follow these instructions.  

Atlantic recommends this product is fitted by a joiner.  

Before beginning installation, check the product is as required/ordered. 

Separate out all components supplied as follows: 
X2 Lever 
X2 Long Rose 
X2 Cassette 
X1 8mm spindle 
X2 Ware washers 
X1 3mm Allen key 
X2 M6 Grub screws 
X2 M4 x 50mm bolt through fixings 

 
1) First, mark out the desired position of the lever on the door. 

2) Install latch of your specification – sold separately 

3) Drill/router aperture for the spindle. 

4) Take the roses and cassettes and separate the 2 components and place the roses in a safe 

place. 

5) Using the cassette, mark out for the lugs on the cassette – do this for both sides of the door, 

ensuring that you pay attention to handing of the cassette, ensuring that the levers will 

work in the desired handing. 

6) drill out all the way through the door with an 8mm drill bit on the marked lug locations. 

7) Place both cassettes on the door and fix using 2no M4 x 50mm bolts ensuring they are level 

with each other, and tight up to the door. 

8) Place spindle through the cassette in the correct orientation, and then attach the outer 

rose over the cassette by slipping the top on first, and then firmly pushing the bottom of the 

rose until it goes into place with an audible click.  This can be done with either the spindle 

removed or installed. 

9) Take the leaver and pre thread the grub screw and place the ware washer on the collar of 

the lever. 



10) Place lever onto the rose and push tight into the door and remove all slack in the grub 

screw. 

11) Repeat steps 9 and 10 for the other side 

12) Fully tighten the grub screws using the included Allen key – when tightening the 2nd grub 

screw, ensure that both levers are pushed as tight to the door as possible, to lessen the risk 

of the levers falling off the door late on. 


